Statistical shape analysis of metopic craniosynostosis: a preliminary study.
This preliminary study was conducted to explore different analytical shape methods for use in evaluating children born with cranial vault deformities. Twenty skull outlines from patients with metopic craniosynostosis were ascribed landmarks. Scale, location, and rotational factors were removed using Procrustes analysis. A single index of severity from 0-5, with 5 being the most severe, was developed using Procrustes distance in shape space. Skull 20 had the highest score in our data set. Principal component analysis was performed to determine areas of large shape variability. Principal component 1 and 2 accounted for 86 % of the shape variability which was attributed to early closure of the metopic suture. Procrustes analysis used in combination with Procrustes distance and principal component analysis are powerful tools for the evaluation of cranial vault deformities and can be used to objectively categorize the severity of the skull deformity and outcome from surgical reconstructive surgery.